Volume Rendering
Introduction
This project grew out of the need to visualize unstructured meshed vector fields such as those found in existing finite element modeling code. Some volume rendering applications do not require more than one color. However, we have developed a visualization tool for rendering multi-colored elements, such as colored flow volumes in a vector field, using an implementation of the Shirley-Tuchman [8] algorithm. While monochromatic elements can be cornposited in any order as shown by [3] , data sets containing many colors must be cornposited in either a backto-front or front-to-back order. Indeed, most volume rendering applications have color and opacity variations which require sorting.
The Shirley-Tuchman algorithm classifies the projection of each tetrahedron into one to four cases consisting of one to four triangles. Figure 1 shows the two non-degenerate cases, where no vertex projects onto another vertex or edge.
E D C A
This paper describes the visualization tool we have developed which can display a set of convex, non-intersecting polyhedra, with unique colors and opacities assigned to each vertex, using hardware assisted texture mapping.
It uses an implementation of the Shirley-Tuchman algorithm to render the polyhedra once they have been subdivided into tetrahedra. Rendering colored volumes requires cornpositing the elements in a back to front order.
Hence, we present an algorithm that sorts these unstructured elements before they are subdivided. The algorithm will correctly sort unstructured topologies of convex polyhedra that are devoid of intersections and cyclically overlapping polyhedra (see Figure 4 ).
case (a)
A tetrahedron can project to three triangles as in case (a), or four triangles as in case (b). Each case has a single "thick" vertex A; the other vertices on the profile are called "thin".
The thick vertex is the projection of the 3-D segment A& where a viewing ray intersects the tetrahedron, In case (a), Au is A. and A, lies on the face BCD. In case (b), A,, is on edge BD, and A, is on edge CE.
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Livermore. CA 94551 ' (510) 423-4457, stein2@llnlgov ' (510) Assume that the color C(x) and extinction coefficient r(x), or attenuation per unit length, vary linearly across the tetrahedron. Then these quantities can be interpolated across faces or edges to give values r,=r(A,), C,=C(A,), z,=z(A,) and C,=C(A,). Shirley and Tuchman show that the total opacity CL of the segment A,A, is a = I-exp(-l(ro + 7,) / 2), where 1 is the length of the ray segment A&.
The opacity at the profile vertices is zero. They approximate the color at the thick vertex to be (Co +C,) / 2. This approximation is sufficient if the opacity is low; we will suggest an improvement which will work well in general. For each triangle, the color and opacity are interpolated linearly from the three vertex values to the interior, usually along the edges and then across scan lines, as in Gouraud shading. Then the interpolated color Ci and opacity ai are cornposited over the old pixel color Co,,, to give the new color C,,, by the formula:
C new = CCiCi + (1 -tXi jc,,, . Often the linear interpolation and compositing steps can be performed by special purpose hardware available in the rendering engines of a graphics workstation.
The projected tetrahedra algorithm has several artifacts which produce incorrect colors, or Mach bands revealing the subdivision into tetrahedra. The first artifact comes from the linear interpolation of the color and opacity across the tetrahedra. This interpolation is not C' across the faces, and can produce Mach bands, particularly at faces which are parallel to the viewing direction and project to lines. The only cure is higher order interpolation, which is not available in hardware on most workstations.
However, there is a more serious problem with the algorithm, which occurs even when the color C and extinction coefficient z are constant. The problem is easiest to understand when the color is zero, so that the image shows an opacity cloud hiding the background, and in 2-D, where the tetrahedra become triangles. Consider a strip of triangles T,, T,, T, and T, of a constant thickness I as shown in Figure 2 To derive the form of this quadratic polynomial, let .r=sD+(l-s)C be the point a fraction s of the way from C to D.
=s+(l-s)exp (-rl) and similarly t2tx) = I-a20)
The transparency should actually be exp(-zl), so the quadratic term s(l -s)[l -exp(-rf)J2 represents the error due to approximating t,(x) and t2(.x) linearly. a)
Other similar quadratic segments come from other projected diagonal edges, and the final intensity, proportional to the transparency if the background is uniform, is not C'. In three dimensions, the corresponding effect produces Mach bands along the projections of edges of the tetrahedra.
The solution to this problem is to define a, (x) correctly as I-exp(-srl).
This requires a linear interpolation of the quantity 71, and then an exponential per pixel, which is not commonly available in hardware. Instead, we have used a texture map table on our SGI OnyxTM system. For the case of constant r per tetrahedron. as in our flow volume application, we put the quantity I-exp(-u) in a one dimensional texture table, indexed by u as described in [3] . The texture coordinate u was set to zero at the thin vertices of each triangle, and to ~1 at the thick vertex, and was interpolated by the shading hardware before being used as an address to the texture table.
If T varies linearly within each tetrahedron the product ~1 varies quadratically inside each triangle. Quadratic interpolation of texture coordinates was implemented in hardware on the Apollo DNIOOOOVS [2], but was not available on our OnyxTM. Therefore we used a 2-D texture table, with coordinates r and I, and put 1 -exp(-zl) in the table. At places, like the edges of a rotated cube where the derivative of the thickness changes suddenly, Mach bands will remain when using our table-based exponential-per-pixel method, but there they are physically appropriate and give useful cues about the object shape. Now consider the case when the color also varies linearly across the tetrahedron. The Shirley-Tuchman approximation (Cu+C,)/2 for the color of the thick vertex is not precise; it weighs the two colors equally. The frontmost color should have greater weight, because the opacity along the ray segment hides the rear color more than the front one. Williams and Max [lo] have found an exact formula for the color in this case, which they implement with the aid of table lookups.
However, the supplementary arithmetic required goes far beyond what is practical in hardware computation at each pixel. As a compromise, we have used the exact analytic form of the color of the thick vertex, and then used the hardware to interpolate the color across each triangle. The colors of the thin vertices come from the original color specification, and the opacity is determined, as above, from a texture table. This compromise can be implemented entirely in hardware, and gives a fairly smooth color variation that seems to move appropriately when a colored volume density rotates. Williams and Max [lo] . Note that in Figure 7 (b) the color of the yellow-orange vertex closest to the viewer is more prominent because this colored region partially hides the differently colored regions behind it. The blue "band" in Figure 7 (b) is due to the linear interpolation of the colors from the "thick" vertex to the other vertices Figure 8 (a) shows a 2x2x2 array of cubes, each divided into five tetrahedra, and rendered by linearly interpolated opacities. Notice the Mach Bands predicted in Figure 2 . Figure 8(b) shows the same volume using the texture mapping for more accurate opacities, and is much improved. Figure 9 illustrates an irregular tetrahedral mesh using the improved color interpolation and hardware texture mapping. Figure 10 shows the turbulence behind a simulated submarine fairwater.
This data set is an irregular brick mesh and uses the improved color interpolation with texture mapping.
The Sorting Algorithm
Most volume rendering algorithms use point sampling methods to calculate the color and intensity.
Because the ShirleyTuchman algorithm allows us to scan convert entire polyhedra very quickly, we needed to devise an efficient algorithm that would sort unstructured meshed elements in a back to front order. Our implementation will correctly sort arbitrarily shaped convex elements in a back to front order as long as there are no cycles or intersections in the data set. Each polyhedron can then be subdivided into a set of tetrahedra for rendering.
If a convex mesh is structured so that cells meet on common faces, and this topological information is stored in an adjacency graph, then the adjacency graph can be used to produce a back-to-front sort (see [4] or [ 1 I] ). However, we wanted to handle unstructured meshes where this information is unavailable. Such examples are sliding interfaces, where cells meet on only part of their faces, and nonconvex meshes, such as those with cavities. Figure 3 shows such features in a mesh of a piston inside a cylinder.
We extended the Newell, Newell and Sancha sort for polygons to correctly handle convex polyhedra. The sort will not perform subdivisions in the case of intersecting polyhedra or cycles, instead it will render them in an arbitrary order discussed later. _* sliding -.
inter$aces This algorithm is a three dimensional extension of the Newell, Newell and Sancha painter's algorithm [ 1, 5, 6, 7] and operates on the volumes after having performed all of the perspective transformation operations. Once the elements have been sorted in back-to-front order, they can be fed to the volume renderer for scan conversion and cornpositing, using the techniques described in the previous sections.
There are three stages to the sorting process. The first applies all viewing transformations on the vertices to obtain the screen coordinates with a perspective corrected Z. The second obtains a preliminary sorting of the polyhedra based on the rearmost Z component of each element. Since we have applied the viewing transformation to all vertices and have scaled Z so as to correct for perspective, we would like to sort by increasing Z (the eye looks down the Z axis towards negative infinity in a right-handed coordinate system). In our implementation, this preliminary sort was obtained through an O(nlogn) QuickSort.
The third stage, or "fine tuning" of the sort, is a bit more complicated. However, like the painter's algorithm approach, it is also broken down into multiple steps with each one increasing in computational complexity, in hopes that a majority of the polyhedra will pass the earlier and less expensive tests. at all. Our implementation uses a unique 6 for each face, based on the maximum deviation of a vertex from its corresponding average plane.
Discussion
The fine-tuning sort described runs in O(n2jwith respect to the number of polyhedra sorted. However, this quadratic running time is an upper bound and would only be found in the most pathological cases where all polyhedra have overlapping Z extents. The average running times for normal data sets should be lower. While the first and second tests run in constant time assuming the bounding boxes are known ahead of time, the third and fourth tests run in O(FiEj) and O(EiFj) time where Ei and E correspond to the number of edges for polyhedra i and jf respectively, and Fi and F are the number of faces. The fifth test runs in O(E,E.) Again, t 6
h. IS IS a worst case running time and it should be su stantially better in practice since the function terminates once a suitable intersection in the two projections is found.
The algorithm was implemented in C++ and has been used to sort those primitives found in the SGI Explorer pyramid type. The volume primitives are all subclasses of a general primitive C++ class. These subclasses are as follows: the tetrahedra, pyramid, prism, wedge and brick. We can easily extend the system to include others. Table 1 shows some timing data using the complete sort on an SGI Indigo2TM. As contrast, the QuickSort can sort 24,000 elements in 4 seconds, and 157,000 elements in 27 seconds. We present no new approaches to cycle breaking. If a cycle is detected during the sorting, then the polyhedron with the vertex farthest from the eye would be removed from the list and rendered. The most common form of a cycle the algorithm would detect in a data set would probably be two non-planar faced polyhedra "intersecting" each other. However, the 6 overlapping tolerance should eliminate most of these situations. The traditional, but slower method for removing cycles, such as the type illustrated in Figure 4 , would be to pass one or more cutting planes through the offending polyhedra. [ 111 describes methods for breaking cycles by re-triangulating with a Delaunay triangulation.
Conclusion
This paper presents extensions to the Shirley-Tuchman algorithm for cornpositing semi-transparent and colored elements with hardware assisted texture mapping. We have also presented extensions to the Newell, Newell, and Sancha sort for use with unstructured data. For quick interaction or still frames, QuickSorting alone is adequate. For a final animation, the full sort is necessary because popping will become apparent if the rendering order suddenly becomes incorrect.
